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The game I chose to analyze was the Tecmo Super Bowl. Tecmo Super Bowl was released in 
1991 for the NES, or Nintendo Entertainment System by Tecmo. The game, if not given away 
by its’ name, would fit into the competitive genre of games as it is a sports’ game and more 
specifically, an American Football game. The game's background is the 1991 NFL season. 
While the game does not have a given storyline, you experience as you play.  Stories and 
experiences playing emerge, as the game has a strong base for emergent interactive 
storytelling. As you play with your friends or by yourself you create stories and scenarios based 
on how your games play out. This is most apparent when you come to the fact the game has its 
own season play mode where you play through the entire real schedule for the team and if you 
do well, even the postseason. You create narratives of the seasons or franchise you have. You 
create feelings about the players on your team based on whether they are a key part of your 
team or bringing you down. Also, the teams are not just random generated names. They are the 
actual names of players on these NFL teams in 1991, as Tecmo Super Bowl was the first NFL 
licensed game ever. It gave people the power, for the first time, to play as their favorite players 
and own their favorite team. The game rules are a simplified version of normal NFL rules. You 
have 4 plays on offense to get a first down or score a touchdown. In real football you get a first 
down every 10 yards but in this game your only first down comes if you cross half way on the 
football field. You can also kick a field goal which counts as 3 points as compared to the normal 
7 of a touchdown and also punt which is kicking away the ball to the other team on your final 
down instead of just turning it over where you are. The game creates a mechanic of trying to 
predict the best play against your opponent’s choice of defense. Also, the game clock 
implements a factor of having so much time to hold your lead or the pressure to mount a 
comeback. The game takes place on a normal football field with sidelines, where you control 
one defender or one offensive player at a time. The other big piece of the game is the plays 
which are shown to you as cards in which you can see what the play does ahead of time and 
the type of play so you can run it best. I played this game on a web browser though the original 
was again made for the NES in 1991.  
 
What I really enjoyed about this game was just realizing how much it did for sport’s games. 
When you play this game you get the same feelings you get when you play a modern day 
Madden game. That feeling of defeat when an opponent chooses the perfect play against you. 
The joy when you make a critical play and break open to get a long touchdown. I also really 
enjoyed the fact that this game has a cpu vs cpu mode. It is very fun to watch the computers go 
against each other without the bias of yourself playing to learn what is effective in the game and 
take a break from playing yourself. The major thing I did not like about this game is the fact that 
the player you control is much slower than the ai controlled opponents.  
 
I believe to improve this game, I would add a limited burst sprint button much like other future 
arcades games do like NBA Jam to compensate for the speed difference. One major thing I 
learned from this game is that I could employ simplifying mechanics by letting the player just 
play the game. Football formations and different types of plays can be very difficult for someone 



with no knowledge of football. In this game, you have a chance of succeeding and doing great 
without knowing the formation, routes, or number of players in the backfield. Putting someone 
into the game and experiencing what the outcomes of their actions in a setting learn from their 
decisions will not only lead them to what works well but also learn the mechanics themselves. 


